
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

Maternity Motivation Publishing, LLC and Tameka Mitchell Debut First 

Children’s Book, ‘My Super Mom and Her Sidekick Crew’ 

New children’s book promotes the power of family 
 

HIRAM, GEORGIA, OCTOBER 14, 2022 - Tameka Mitchell, author and founder of 

Maternity Motivation Publishing, LLC, is thrilled to announce the official debut of her very 

first children’s book. The new title, ‘My Super Mom and Her Sidekick Crew’, is the first in 

a series of books highlighting the power and love of family.  

 

Mitchell is a mom, slayer of imposter syndrome, and entrepreneur. Maternity Motivation 

Publishing, LLC, is just one way “Chief Mom Motivator” Mitchell empowers moms to live 

their best lives and pursue their wildest dreams while also being passionate parents.    

Mitchell has long loved to tell stories, and this led to 

a deep dedication to children’s literacy. She wants 

children to feel fearless and confident. According to 

Mitchell, when parents read to their children, 

literacy is boosted, and enduring bonds of love and 

encouragement are established.  

 

“My mission is to empower a generation of 

confident readers and for families to see themselves 

represented,” said Mitchell.  

 

Mitchell’s love of read aloud time is backed by 

statistical data from Scholastic, which found that 

more than 80% of kids and parents across all 

income levels and child’s age enjoy read-aloud time a lot. This study also found that 

among children ages 6-8, this love for read aloud time has increased eight and nine points 

since 2016.  

 

‘My Super Mom and Her Sidekick Crew’ was created to demonstrate to children that each 

and every family is unique and different in some way, 

and while moms are superheroes in their own way,  

they need help sometimes, too. Building a strong family 

means that all family members must work together, and 

children should see themselves as an active part of 

their family. When children identify as one of Mom’s 

sidekicks, they realize that they can do truly 

extraordinary things.  

 

 

 

https://www.scholastic.com/readingreport/rise-of-read-aloud.html
https://www.scholastic.com/readingreport/rise-of-read-aloud.html


‘My Super Mom and Her Sidekick Crew’ is the first of an intended ‘Sidekick Crew 

Chronicles’ series that will be rolling out. Each new book will explore and celebrate the 

various roles and superpowers of the “sidekicks” in every family. Mitchell is also planning 

a series of postpartum picture books designed to energize and motivate new moms as 

they read to their newborns. Another upcoming title from Mitchell and Maternity 

Motivation Publishing, LLC, ‘Mrs. Mitchell Says’, will be a captivating read promoting 

emotional intelligence and accountability.  

 

‘My Super Mom and Her Sidekick Crew’ is now available in formats including paperback, 

e-book, and hardcover and can be purchased now via https://maternitymotivation.com. 

 

ABOUT MATERNITY MOTIVATION PUBLISHING, LLC 

 

Maternity Motivation Publishing, LLC, is a woman-owned publishing company creating 

content that emphasizes representation.  

 

CONTACT 

 

Tameka Mitchell 

Maternity Motivation Publishing, LLC 

Phone: 470-241-4330 

E-mail: maternitymotivation.you@gmail.com 

Instagram: @maternitymotivation_publishing 

Facebook: @YOUKeepGrowingKeepGlowing 

Website: https://maternitymotivation.com  
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